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__________________________________________________________________________

Abstract—In the recent past few years, the field of machine learning has emerged as a challenging arena which has alleviated the 
scientific and technological research into a new high dimension. Especially, it is now felt that the field has its immense presence in this 
information age that takes the responsibility of   transforming the plausible data in particular into the reminiscent   information in 
general. The information is organized in the form that is more useful for its user. To organize the data, machine learning uses the 
concepts of data mining, which discover the knowledge by analyzing the large volumes of data from various dimensions and 
summarizing it into useful information. The concept of data mining is used to identify the hidden patterns in a large data set. 
Classification methods are the supervised machine learning techniques that classify the data items into predefined class labels based on 
the training dataset. These are some of the imperative useful algorithms in data mining that build models from an input data set. This  
paper  presents  the  comparison  of  different supervised classification techniques such as k-NN, Bayesian and ANN particularly feed 
forward back propagation and investigates  their  performance analysis on UCI datasets(cardiac Single Proton Emission Computed 
Tomography (SPECT) data and bank note authentication ). Around 440 experiments on the specified data sets are conducted by 
copying the training tuples and making them as testing tuples and vice versa. 

Keywords –k-NN, ANN, SPECT, Naïve Bayesian, Bank note authentication 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1. INTRODUCTION 
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Data mining is the extraction of patterns or knowledge from huge amount of inexplicable data.  The intention may be to mine 
data warehouse, transactional data, stream, spatiotemporal, time series, sequence, text and web, multi-media, graphs & social 
and information networks etc. At this time we may use different techniques such as OLAP, machine learning, statistics, 
pattern recognition, visualization, high-performance, etc. In this paper, we use the statistical machine learning approaches and 
compare their performances in relation to each other’s. 
 
The term Classification is related to the supervised learning which is used to classify a given data based on a label training 
dataset. Some of such algorithms used to classify data are ANN, k-NN, Naive Bayesian, on which the paper being focused 
on.  Artificial Neural network(ANN)is an artificial representation of our brain that tries to simulate its  learning process,  in 
which  the feed forward concept of neural network known as Back-propagation, iteratively processes a set of training tuples 
& compares the network's prediction with the actual known target value. For each training tuple, the weights are modified to 
minimize the mean squared error between the network's prediction and the actual target value. Modifications are made in the 
“backwards” direction: from the output layer, through each hidden layer down to the first hidden layer, hence "back-
propagation". 

k-NN(k-Nearest Neighbor) is one of  the simplest classifier, which classifies an unknown example with the most common 
class among k-closest examples. Theoretically, if large number of samples available, the larger is the value of k, the better is 
the classification. In practice, k= 1 is often used for efficiency, but it become sensitive to noise. Larger k may improve 
performance, but too large value of k destroys locality, i.e. end up looking at samples that are not neighbors.  

Naive Bayesian classifier is a simple probabilistic classifier based on applying Bayes’ theorem with strong independence 
assumptions.   Bayesian classifiers use Bayes theorem, which says: 

           P(Cj|D)=P(D|Cj)P(Cj)/P(D) 

where,  P(Cj | D) = probability of instance D being in class Cj, this is what we are trying to compute, P(D| Cj) = probability of 
generating instance D given class Cj, we can imagine that being in class Cj, causes us to have feature D with some probability 
,  P(Cj) = probability of occurrence of class Cj, this is just how frequent the class Cj, is in our database,  P(D) = probability of 
instance d occurring, this can actually be ignored, since it is the same for all classes. 
We conduct the comparative study on the performance analysis of the above mentioned algorithms by:  

1. Considering only two datasets.  
2. Taking the average percentage of the algorithm performance on each experiment.  

Considering the above points, the paper attempts to compare the efficiency of the three supervised classification algorithms, 
namely, ANN (artificial neural network), Naïve Bayesian and k- NN (k-Nearest Neighbor). All these classification 
algorithms are implemented in MATLAB using UCI data sets relating to cardiac Single Proton Emission Computed 
Tomography (SPECT) data and bank note authentication. 
 
Naïve Bayesian algorithm is tested only for the first dataset, because the second dataset attributes are of the type real. For k-
nearest algorithm, we find the best value of k at which the algorithm performs well by doing individual experiment and lets 
the value of k ranges from 1 to20.  

2. RELATED REVIEW  
 
The concept of ANN emerged after the introduction of simplified neurons by McCulloch and Pitts in 1943[5]. It provides a 
powerful tool to help doctors to analyze model and make sense of complex clinical data across a broad range of medical 
applications [2].  Most applications of artificial  neural  networks  to medicine are related to classification problems; that is, 
the task is on the basis of the measured features to assign the patients to one of a small set of classes. Artificial Neural 
networks techniques have recently been applied to many medical diagnosis problems [1]. One of the most widely used 
artificial neural networks on such applications is feed-forward network, where network connections are allowed only between 
the nodes in one layer and those in the next layer. Backpropagation algorithm is the most widely used learning algorithm to 
train multiplayer feedforward network and applied for applications like character recognition, image processing, pattern 
classification etc.  
 
A naive Bayesian classifier is a well-known and practical statistical machine learning classifier and has been employed in 
many applications such as text classification[3][7] and health care application[4]. The k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) technique is 
another efficient supervised classification method applied in the various fields including pattern recognition[10], text 
categorization and object recognition etc[8]. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1. DATA SOURCES FOR THE EXPERIMENT 

Two different data sets from UCI Machine Learning Repository were taken for the experiment. (available at 
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html )  
 
The first is oncardiac Single Proton Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) data. The dataset describes diagnosing of 
cardiac Single Proton Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) images. The dataset has 267 tuples. Each tuple of the 
dataset is described by 23 attributes. The first attribute, which is a binary type of data, shows the category of each instance 
(patient) to either normal or abnormal one. The remaining 22 attributes, which are also binary type, are partial diagnosis for 
SPECT Heart. Among these instances, two-third of the dataset (178 in number) were used for training set, and the remaining  
one-third (89 in number) were used for test set.  
 
The second dataset is on bank note authentication. Data were extracted from images that were taken from genuine and forged 
banknote-like specimens. Wavelet Transform tools were used to extract features from images. This data set has 1372 
instances that are described by five attributes. The first attribute is the variance of Wavelet Transformed image (continuous 
type of data), the second attribute is the skewness of Wavelet Transformed image (continuous type of data), the third attribute 
is curtosis of Wavelet Transformed image (continuous type of data), the fourth attribute is entropy of image (continuous type 
of data), and the last attribute is class category of each instance (integer type of data). Two-third of the datasets (915 tuples) 
are prepared for training set, and the rest (457 tuples) are used as test set. 
 

3.2.   EXPERIMENTATION METHOD 

All algorithms are implemented using MATLAB 7.11.0.584 (R2010b). MATLAB is preferred because of its simplicity and 
suitability for technical computing.  Moreover, MATLAB also has several tool boxes and built-in function associated with 
machine learning and image processing. Its ability to present datasets in the form of figures with variety of alternative 
presentations and the possibilities of linking datasets in common simple database format such as .xls is also another reason 
which  motivate researchers to implement the experimentation using this particular software. 

3.3. EVALUATION TECHNIQUE 

Classification models in machine learning are evaluated for their performance by common performance measures. Several 
criteria may be used to evaluate the performance of classification algorithms in supervised Machine Learning(ML). In 
general, different measures evaluate different characteristics of the classifier induced by the algorithm. 
 
The performance of classifiers is measured by using accuracy. This performance measurement, accuracy, is one of the useful 
techniques used in machine learning algorithms. In classification, accuracy of the classifier is defined by the percentage of 
the number of correctly classified tuples of a test data set. Hence, in this paper, accuracy was used to measure the 
performance of classifiers. 

 
4.  DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

 
For each algorithm, ten experiments are done by changing the training and testing data. As it is mentioned above, the 
experiment considers three classification algorithms namely artificial neural network with back propagation, Naïve Bayesian, 
and k-Nearest Neighbor. These algorithms are compared by considering & taking into account the same training and testing 
sets.  
 
The following table depicts the k values used and the number of correctly classified tuples in each experiment done on the 
first dataset. 

 
 

k 
Experiment Number,# of correctly classified tuples 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 

1 63 69 73 76 79 78 78 83 83 85 

2 63 69 73 76 79 78 78 83 83 85 

3 63 65 67 68 71 69 72 81 87 86 

4 60 65 69 70 74 72 72 81 86 87 
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5 62 61 65 66 68 68 68 77 84 84 

6 65 66 70 71 73 74 75 82 88 88 

7 66 61 66 68 70 65 70 77 88 88 

8 67 63 70 72 71 66 69 76 87 87 

9 68 62 65 68 70 66 68 71 84 84 

10 67 61 65 68 70 67 70 74 84 85 

11 66 61 65 67 68 67 66 73 83 86 

12 65 63 66 68 69 68 66 73 83 86 

13 65 61 64 68 69 66 65 72 82 85 

14 67 62 64 68 69 66 65 72 82 84 
15 67 60 63 65 69 63 66 73 81 82 
16 66 62 67 70 70 63 68 74 82 84 

17 67 59 63 67 66 60 66 72 81 82 
18 69 63 62 66 66 62 68 71 81 82 
19 67 62 62 65 66 63 68 70 80 82 

20 67 63 65 67 68 64 69 71 83 85 

 
                       Table I: k values used and the numbers of correctly classified tuples on first data set 
 
The following graph shows us the graph representation of the data of Table I. It reveals that for each experiment on a given 
data set, the same or different number of correctly classified tuples can be obtained for different k values in k-nearest 
neighbor classification algorithm.  

 
 
                                        Figure 1: Graph for KNN algorithm on first data set 
The following table shows the result of the ten experiments done on the first dataset. As it is described above in methodology 
part, the dataset has 178 training and 89 testing tuples. The table below shows the number of correctly classified tuples for 
testing set in the respective algorithm. For k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm, particularly, the experiment checks the first 20 
values (1 up to 20) for K, and takes the best result among them.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Expt ANN k-NN Naïve Bayesian 
# correctly 
classified 
tuples 

 
Accuracy  

# correctly 
classified tuples 

 
Accuracy 

# correctly 
classified tuples 

 
Accuracy 

1 74 83% 69, K=18 78% 64 72% 
2 84 94% 69, K=2 78% 67 75% 
3 89 100% 73, K=2 82% 69 78% 
4 89 100% 76, K=2 85% 69 78% 
5 89 100% 79, K=2 89% 69 78% 
6 89 100% 78, K=2 88% 66 74% 
7 89 100% 78, K=2 88% 67 75% 
8 89 100% 83, K=2 93% 70 79% 

9 89 100% 88,  K=6 & 7 99% 77 87% 

10 89 100% 88, K=6 & 7 99% 78 88% 

Average 98%  88%  78% 
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             Table II: Result obtained on first data set 
 
As the table articulates, among Neural network with back propagation, Naïve Bayesian and k-NN classifier algorithms; ANN 
algorithm outperforms others for the given data set. The graphical representation of the table can be shown using the 
following graph.   

 
 

               Figure2: A summary graph for correctly classified tuples on first dataset.  
Ten experiments are done also on data set two. This data set, as described in methodology part, has 915 training and 457 test 
tuples. But, since the values of tuples have continuous fractional data types, a Naïve Bayesian classification algorithm 
couldn’t be applied on this data set. Therefore, we applied the neural network with back propagation and k-nearest neighbor 
machine learning algorithms. As of the first data set, we have done the ten experiments by varying training and test data sets 
in each experiment, but in each turn identical train and test data sets are taken into account for ANN and -NN classification 
algorithms. Furthermore, twenty k values are considered from 1 up to 20. Among these k values, we have taken the best 
result given by k, and we consider this best value for comparison with ANN, as we did in first data set. One can refer for the 
different values obtained by k-NN algorithm in Table III. 
 
The following table, Table III  portrays the k values used and the number of correctly classified tuples in each experiment 
done on the second data set. 

 
k 

Experiment Number,# of correctly classified tuples 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 

1 457 457 457 457 457 457 457 457 457 457 
2 457 457 457 457 457 457 457 457 457 457 
3 457 455 456 456 456 456 456 457 457 457 
4 457 455 456 456 456 456 456 457 457 457 
5 457 454 453 453 454 455 456 457 457 457 
6 457 454 453 453 454 455 457 457 457 457 
7 454 451 450 451 452 454 456 457 457 457 
8 454 451 451 451 453 456 456 457 457 457 
9 453 450 450 451 450 456 456 456 457 457 
10 456 456 456 456 455 457 457 457 457 457 
11 456 455 453 455 455 456 456 457 457 457 
12 457 456 454 455 456 456 456 457 457 457 
13 454 455 449 449 449 456 456 457 457 457 
14 455 455 449 449 449 456 456 457 457 457 
15 454 452 447 448 448 453 455 456 456 456 
16 454 452 447 449 449 454 455 456 456 456 
17 449 449 447 446 448 452 453 454 454 454 
18 450 449 447 447 449 452 453 454 454 454 
19 448 444 446 443 446 450 452 454 454 454 
20 450 448 447 444 447 451 452 454 454 454 

                 
                  Table III: K values used and the no. of correctly classified tuples on 2nddata set 
 
The following plots illustrates us the graph representation of the data of Table IV. The same or different number of correctly 
classified tuples on data set two using different k values of k-nearest neighbor classification algorithm is shown on it.  
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                                    Figure 3: Graph for k-NN algorithm on second data set. 
 
The following table, Table IV, summarizes the work of ten experiments on the second data set, and also the accuracy measure 
shows us the performance of ANN and k-NN algorithms.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                    Table IV: Summary of experiments done on second data set 
 
From this table, one can say that, k-nearest neighbor learning algorithm performs better classification than neural network 
with back propagation on the given data set, i.e. data set two for this case. For a better visualization between ANN and k-NN 
on the given data set, the following plot is used.  
 

 
                                   
                                         Figure 4: A summary graph for correctly classified tuples on second dataset. 

 
5. CONCLUSION 

 
From the above discussion, we come to conclude that, ANN and k-Nearest algorithms are better classifier than Naïve 
Bayesian algorithm. The efficiency of any classifier algorithm depends on the number of tuples used as training sets.  For k-
Nearest Neighbor algorithm, it is difficult to find the best value of k so that the best performance can be achieved. This can 
only be determined by continuous tedious experiments.  

 
 
Exp’t 

ANN k-NN, best k 
# correctly classified tuples  

Accuracy  
# correctly classified 
tuples 

 
Accuracy 

1 457 
100% 

457 
100% 

2 457 100% 457 100% 
3 457 100% 457 100% 
4 457 100% 457 100% 
5 430 94% 457 100% 
6 385 84% 457 100% 
7 340 74% 457 100% 
8 295 65% 457 100% 
9 250 

55% 
457 

100% 
10 205 45% 457 100% 

Average 82% Average 100% 
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